How McGarry Fashion Helped
TailorByrd Increase Revenue by
98% in Only 6 Months
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“I can’t stress how important the trust factor is. I have full
confidence in McGarry Fashion to spend our paid search dollars,
and spend them wisely—and I have the numbers to back it up.”
David Grieco
Senior Vice President of E-Commerce & Marketing, TailorByrd

CHALLENGES

Transitioning paid search agencies two months
before Black Friday
Black Friday is the busiest day of the year for every American
retailer, but for men’s apparel brand TailorByrd, Black Friday 2017
Original designs, quality fabrics,
and a modern, updated and
authentic style are all hallmarks
of TailorByrd, a men’s apparel
brand which has catered to
fashion for men and boys for
the past three decades.

HIGHLIGHTS
CHALLENGES
Replacing a paid search agency
that didn’t understand the
apparel industry

was even crazier than usual. David Grieco, Senior Vice President of
E-Commerce and Marketing, recalls that he had to contend with
more than just frenzied shoppers leading up to that Thanksgiving
weekend.

“

“We had been working with a paid search agency , and we were
undergoing a… let’s call it a ‘mutual breakup.’ We weren’t
satisfied, and they wanted to focus on other things,” David
explains. “So, here I am in early September, needing to bring in

Hiring a new paid search agency
two months before Black Friday

a new search agency and get them up to speed very quickly.”

Juggling a paid search transition
and a move to a new e-comm
platform

”

SOLUTION

One of the challenges David had faced with his previous vendor was

Full audit including
comprehensive “before and after
migration” plans

market which requires specific PPC strategies to succeed.

that their expertise lay outside of the apparel industry—a very niche

Audience identification &
targeting
Restructured search campaigns
All new shopping campaigns
Better site experience and
landing pages to improve buyer’s
journey

RESULTS

“

“They didn’t understand the industry,” he reflects. “I needed
an agency I could trust; one that I wouldn’t have to watch
over; one that would feel like an extension of my team. I needed
an agency that understood the apparel space—particularly
menswear.”

YEAR-OVER-YEAR IN PPC:
98% increase in revenue
118% increase in transactions

As if finding a new search agency on short notice wasn’t a big

9% decrease in overall CPC

enough challenge, David was also spearheading two other major

73% increase in traffic

business transitions right before the busiest time of the year.

39% increase in ROI

”

“

“In addition to transitioning search agencies, I was moving TailorByrd to a
new e-commerce platform, and I was switching warehouses,” David says.

”

Which is why, according to David, he really needed an agency he could trust—one that would
take the bull by the horns, and wouldn’t require constant supervision.
Fortunately, David knew exactly who to turn to.

“

“I didn’t have the bandwidth to
watch every little thing. I needed
a solid partner taking care of
paid search so I could focus on
everything else”

SOLUTION

Focused campaigns to target and engage TailorByrd’s key audiences
David had worked with Andrew McGarry in his previous role at another major fashion brand
before he transitioned to TailorByrd. He knew that if anyone could help him make the Black
Friday holiday a success, it was Andrew and his team at McGarry Fashion Search Agency.

“

“Andrew and his team took over in September 2017,” David says. “I knew
that they understood the men’s apparel market, especially here in the United
States. I also knew that they would have our best interests in mind and treat
our brand like their own.”

”

To succeed, McGarry Fashion had to adapt quickly during the busiest time of the year.
Fortunately, that was exactly the sort of challenge they love. Here’s what they did:

Kicked off with a full audit, including

Built all new shopping campaigns,

a “before and after migration plan” to

including setting feed up for the new

survive Black Friday week on the new

e-commerce platform.

e-commerce platform.

Introduced non-brand search and

Focused on TailorByrd’s audience as

shopping, plus more audience targeting

much as keywords in order to take

through Google Display Network as the

advantage of Smart Bidding in Google

account began to grow.

Ads.

Worked closely with David to improve

Restructured search campaigns and

key landing pages and improve

display campaigns to reflect findings

customer experience across the entire

and narrow target audience.

website.

“

“McGarry Fashion didn’t just run our PPC campaigns for Google and
Bing—it’s broader than that,” David says. “They started with a full
keyword evaluation. Then they cleaned up our keywords, key phrases, and
backend strategy. They also restructured all of our campaigns—including
retargeting and remarketing through Google Shopping and Google Display
Network.”

”

McGarry Fashion didn’t stop there. They also worked closely with David to improve key landing
pages and the customer experience across the entire website.

“

“What separates Andrew and his team from other agencies is that they’re
not just focused on one discipline within paid search. They approach it from
multiple angles, and they’re laser-focused on who your customers are and
where they are in their journey,” he says.

”

Through the entire process, David was kept up-to-date, informed, and stress-free—at least
where his PPC campaigns were concerned.

“

“Our weekly calls reach way beyond paid search. We talk about SEO. We
talk about Google Analytics. We talk about remarketing strategies. We talk
about email campaigns. Whenever we strategize, we’re looking at the full
picture,” David says.
“I had zero hesitations leading up to Black Friday—not about paid search,
anyway,” he laughs. “Andrew and his team go above and beyond. I knew
my dollars were in good hands.”

”

“

“They started with a full keyword
evaluation. Then they cleaned up our
keywords, key phrases, and backend
strategy. They also restructured
all of our campaigns—including
retargeting and remarketing through
Google Shopping and Google Display
Network.”

RESULTS

98% increase in PPC revenue year-over-year after only 6 months
TailorByrd wound up migrating their e-commerce platform during Black Friday week 2017.
Despite this challenge, McGarry Fashion was able to deliver outstanding results.
After only six months, year-over-year PPC comparisons showed a 98% increase in revenue, a
118% increase in website transactions, an overall cost-per-click decrease of 9%, and a traffic
increase of 73%.
After one year, TailorByrd’s KPIs have continued to grow. Now, revenue is up 140%, desktop
transactions are up 164%, mobile transactions are up 177%, and their total conversion rate
has increased 37%.

“

“McGarry Fashion used paid search strategies to keep moving potential
customers along the sale’s funnel. We’ve seen tremendous success from our
PPC and retargeting campaigns,” David says.

”

And even though McGarry Fashion was focused almost entirely on revenue growth, they
still managed to spend less money than the previous PPC firm, deliver huge results, and
increase ROI from 185% to 258%—a 39% increase. They also had a big hand in ensuring that
TailorByrd’s Black Friday weekend went off without a hitch.

“

“Without McGarry Fashion’s insight and guidance, we would have had
problems and probably would have lost ranking,” David says. “Andrew and
his team played a big role in helping us transition all of our domain links,
they gave redirect recommendations that helped us avoid penalties, and
they made sure that our holiday was a success.”

”

Having worked with McGarry Fashion before, David had set the bar pretty high upon entering
into this new working relationship. He wasn’t disappointed.

“

“I had high expectations, but I’ve been nothing but satisfied,” David
admits. “Andrew is one of the smartest minds in search and there isn’t one
person on his team that I’ve been disappointed by—and I’ve worked with a
lot of them. He recruits great talent.”

”

At the end of the day, David knows he’s found a partner who he can trust the success of his
PPC campaigns to. He’s nothing but optimistic about what the future holds for TailorByrd.

“

“I can’t stress how important the trust factor is. I have full confidence in
McGarry Fashion to spend our paid search dollars, and spend them wisely—
and I have the results to back it up,” he says. “When my attention needs to
be focused somewhere else, I know paid search is being handled and I know
it’s in good hands.”

“

“McGarry Fashion used paid search
strategies to keep moving potential
customers along the sale’s funnel.
We’ve seen tremendous success
from our PPC and retargeting
campaigns.”

”

We help keep fabulous
brands like yours visible and
profitable year after year.
Now we want to help you.
CONTACT US
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